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Exercise 11: Affine gap costs

Calculate the global alignment with affine gap costs for the following sequences.

S1 = ACCCT and S2 = GACT

Use 3 as match score, −5 as mismatch score, 3 as gap open cost and 1 as gap extension cost.
Write down the matrices for M , Ix and Iy.
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Exercise 12: Bounded gap costs

Extend the algorithm for affine gap costs to handle bounded gap costs. Bounded gap costs are
defined by a gap opening cost d and a gap extension cost e, just like affine gap costs. However,



they also have a parameter l which is the bound on the gap costs. Gaps with costs larger than
l instead have cost of just l. For example, assume that d = 3 and e = 1. This means that a gap
of length 3 has total cost 5, and a gap of length 4 has cost 6. Suppose now that l = 6. Then,
any gap of length > 4 has the same cost as a gap of length 4, i.e. 6.

Write down the necessary modifications to the pseudo-code of global alignment with linear gap
costs to allow bounded gap costs.

Exercise 13: Banded alignment

Calculate the banded alignment for the sequences S1 = ACCCT and S2 = GACCT with a
match score of 1, mismatch costs and gap costs of −1 and k = 1 using the KBand algorithm.
Repeat the calculation with k = 0. What difference do you observe? How do you explain it?


